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Source: Statistics Bureau, Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications (Japan)

1. STATISTICS IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER

A

Abstract of Statistics on Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries (Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries, Publication)

Amounts Outstanding of Deposits by Depositor, and Loans and Discounts by Sector (Bank of Japan, Administrative Statistics)

Annual Report on Firefighting Service in Japan (Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)

Annual Report on Fires in Japan (Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)


Annual Report on Road Statistics (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Publication)


B

Basic Survey on Japanese Business Structure and Activities (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Designated Statistical Survey)

Basic Survey on Wage Structure (Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Designated Statistical Survey)

Business and Investment Survey of Incorporated Enterprises (Cabinet Office, Approved Statistical Survey)

Business Outlook Survey of the Ministry of Finance (Ministry of Finance, Approved Statistical Survey)

C
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**Census of Agriculture and Forestry** (Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries, Designated Statistical Survey)

**Census of Commerce** (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Designated Statistical Survey)

**Census of Manufactures** (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Designated Statistical Survey)

**Coastal Vessel Transport Survey** (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Designated Statistical Survey)

**Comprehensive Survey of the Volume of Air Polluting Substance Emissions** (Ministry of the Environment, Survey of Approved Statistics)

**Comprehensive Survey of the Volume of Water Polluting Substance Emissions** (Ministry of the Environment, Survey of Approved Statistics)

**Comprehensive Survey of Living Conditions** (Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Designated Statistical Survey)

**Consumer Behavior Survey** (Cabinet Office, Approved Statistical Survey)

**Consumer Price Index** (Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Index)

**Corporate Service Price Index** (Bank of Japan, Index)

**Corporate Service Price Survey** (Bank of Japan, Notified Survey)

**Corporations Survey on Land** (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Designated Statistical Survey)

**Crime Statistics** (National Police Agency, Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)

**Crop Survey** (Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries, Designated Statistical Survey)

**Current Production Survey on Gas Utility Industry** (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Designated Statistical Survey)

**Current Survey of Commerce** (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Designated Statistical Survey)

**Current Survey of Enterprises** (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Survey of Approved Statistics)

**Current Survey of Non-Ferrous Metal Supply and Demand** (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Designated Statistical Survey)

**Current Survey of Petroleum Products Supply and Demand** (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Designated Statistical Survey)

**Current Survey of Selected Service Industries** (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Survey of Approved Statistics)

D

**Deflator for Cost of Construction Work** (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Index)

E

**Employment Status Survey** (Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Designated Statistical Survey)

**Establishment and Enterprise Census** (Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Designated Statistical Survey)

F
Fact-finding Survey on Compensation of Local Government Employees (Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Designated Statistical Survey)

Family Income and Expenditure Survey (Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Designated Statistical Survey)

Family Savings Survey (Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Approved Statistical Survey)

Financial and Economic Statistics Monthly (Bank of Japan, publication)

Financial Statements of Corporations by Industry (Ministry of Finance, Designated Statistics Survey)

Financial Statistics (Ministry of Finance, Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)

Fisheries Census (Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries, Designated Statistical Survey)

Flood Damage Statistics (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)

Food Balance Sheet (Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries, Processed Statistics)

Flow of Funds Accounts (Bank of Japan, Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)

General Energy Statistics (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Processed Statistics)

Government Debt Statistics Yearbook (Ministry of Finance, Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)

Grid-Square Statistics (Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Processed Statistics)

Housing and Land Survey (Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Designated Statistical Survey)

Index Number of Commodity Prices in Rural Areas (Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries, Index)

Index Numbers of Agricultural, Forestry, and Fishery Production (Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries, Index)

Indicators of Science and Technology (Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, Publication)

Indices of Economic Trends (Cabinet Office, Index)

Indices of Manufacturing Production Forecast (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Index)

Indices of Industrial Production (IIP) (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Index)

Indices of Operating Ratio and Production Capacity (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Index)

Indices of Tertiary Industrial Activity (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Index)

Indices of Trade (Ministry of Finance, Unit Value Indices, Quantum Indices)

Industrial Statistics Monthly (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Publication)

Input-Output Price Index of Manufacturing Industry by Sector (Bank of Japan, Index)
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**Input-Output Tables** (Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Processed Statistics)

**Internal Migration Reporting System** (Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Notified Survey)

**J**

**Japan Exports and Imports** (Ministry of Finance, Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)

**Japan Statistical Yearbook** (Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Publication)

**L**

**Labour Force Survey** (Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Designated Statistical Survey)

**Life Tables** (Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Processed Statistics)

**Living Expenditure Level Indices** (Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Index)

**M**

**METI Current Survey of Production** (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Designated Statistical Survey)

**METI Survey of Capital Investment** (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Survey of Approved Statistics)

**Monetary Base** (Bank of Japan, Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)

**Money Stock** (Bank of Japan, Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)

**Monthly Construction Statistics** (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Publication)


**Monthly Labour Survey** (Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Designated Statistical Survey)


**Monthly Bulletin of Research on Small Business** (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Publication)

**Monthly Report on Statistics of the Ministry of Justice** (Ministry of Justice, Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)


**Monthly Statistics of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries** (Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries, Publication)

**Monthly Statistics of Japan** (Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Publication)

**Monthly Statistics on Government Finance and Banking** (Ministry of Finance, Publication)

**Monthly/Annual Statistical Report on Posts and Telecommunications** (Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Internet Homepage)
Survey on Motor Vehicle Transport (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Designated Statistical Survey)

National Nutrition Survey (Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Approved Statistical Survey)

National Survey of Family Income and Expenditure (Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Designated Statistical Survey)

National Survey of Prices (Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Designated Statistical Survey)

Patient Survey (Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Designated Statistical Survey)

Population Census (Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Designated Statistical Survey)


Regular Employment Indices, Wage Indices, Indices of Hours Worked (Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Index)


Reports of Health Administration (Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Notified Survey)

Reports to Welfare Administration (Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Notified Survey)

Retail Price Survey (Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Designated Statistical Survey)

School Basic Survey (Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, Designated Statistical Survey)

School Health Examination Survey (Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, Designated Statistical Survey)

School Teachers Survey (Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, Designated Statistical Survey)

Short-term Economic Survey of Enterprises in Japan (Bank of Japan, Notified Survey)

Social Education Survey (Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, Designated Statistical Survey)

Statistical Handbook of Japan (Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Publication)

Statistical Research of Farm Economy (Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries, Designated Statistical Survey)
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Statistical Survey of Estimated Mining Amount (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Designated Statistical Survey)

Statistical Survey of Registered Foreigners (Ministry of Justice, Notified Survey)

Statistical Survey on Legal Migrants (Ministry of Justice, Notified Survey)

Statistical Yearbook of Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries, Publication)


Statistics on Building Construction Started (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Designated Statistical Survey)

Statistics on Construction Work (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Designated Statistical Survey)

Statistics on National Taxes (National Tax Agency, Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)

Summary Report on Trade of Japan (Ministry of Finance, Publication)

Survey of Coal Supply and Demand (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Designated Statistical Survey)

Survey of Energy Consumption in Commerce and Manufacturing (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Designated Statistical Survey)

Survey of Foreign Affiliated Enterprise (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Survey of Approved Statistics)

Survey of Lumber Products (Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries, Designated Statistical Survey)

Survey of Marine Production (Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries, Designated Statistical Survey)

Survey of Medical Institutions (Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Designated Statistical Survey)

Survey of Paper Products Distribution (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Designated Statistical Survey)

Survey of Private Sector Statistics on Wages and Salary (National Tax Agency, Designated Statistical Survey)

Survey of Research and Development (Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Designated Statistical Survey)

Survey of Selected Service Industries (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Designated Statistical Survey)

Survey of Textile Distribution (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Designated Statistical Survey)

Survey of the Communications Industry (Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Survey of Approved Statistics)

Survey of Time Use and Leisure Activities (Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Designated Statistical Survey)

Survey on Air Transport (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Approved Statistical Survey)

Survey on Cocoon Production (Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries, Designated Statistical Survey)

Survey on Current Rolling Stock Production (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Designated Statistical Survey)


Survey on Milk and Dairy Products (Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries, Designated Statistical Survey)
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Survey on Overseas Business Activities of Japanese Companies (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Approved Statistical Survey)

Survey on Port and Harbour (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Designated Statistical Survey)

Survey on Research and Development Activities of Private Businesses (Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, Approved Statistical Survey)

Survey on Seamen's Labour (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Designated Statistical Survey)

Survey on Service Industries (Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Designated Statistical Survey)

Survey on Shipbuilding and Engineering (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Designated Statistical Survey)

Survey on the Net Cargo Flow in Japan (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Approved Statistical Survey)

Survey on Vessels and Seamen (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Designated Statistical Survey)

System of Social and Demographic Statistics (Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Processed Statistics)

Traffic Accident Statistics (National Police Agency, Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)

Transport Index (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Index)

Unincorporated Enterprise Survey (Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Designated Statistical Survey)

Urban Cities Transportation Census (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Approved Statistical Survey)


Wage Survey of Outdoor Workers by Occupation (Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Designated Statistical Survey)


Wholesale Prices Indexes (Bank of Japan, Index)

Wholesale Price Survey (Bank of Japan, Notified Survey)

Workers' Accident Compensation Insurance Statistics (Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)
Yearbook on Labour Statistics (Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Publication)
2. STATISTICS BY PRODUCING AGENCY

Cabinet Office
National Police Agency
Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications
Ministry of Justice
Ministry of Finance
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology
Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport
Ministry of the Environment
Bank of Japan

Cabinet Office

Business and Investment Survey of Incorporated Enterprises (Approved Statistical Survey)
Consumer Behavior Survey (Approved Statistical Survey)
Indices of Economic Trends (Index)

National Police Agency

Crime Statistics (Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)
Traffic Accident Statistics (Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)
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Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications

Annual Report on Firefighting Service in Japan (Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)
Annual Report on Fires in Japan (Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)
Annual Statistical Report on Local Government Finance (Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)
Consumer Price Index (Index)
Employment Status Survey (Designated Statistical Survey)
Establishment and Enterprise Census (Designated Statistical Survey)
Fact-finding Survey on Compensation of Local Government Employees (Designated Statistical Survey)
Family Income and Expenditure Survey (Designated Statistical Survey)
Family Savings Survey (Approved Statistical Survey)
Grid-Square Statistics (Processed Statistics)
Housing and Land Survey (Designated Statistical Survey)
Input-Output Tables (Processed Statistics)
Internal Migration Reporting System (Notified Survey)
Japan Statistical Yearbook (Publication)
Labour Force Survey (Designated Statistical Survey)
Living Expenditure Level Indices (Index)
Monthly Statistics of Japan (Publication)
Monthly/Annual Statistical Report on Posts and Telecommunications (Internet Homepage)
National Survey of Family Income and Expenditure (Designated Statistical Survey)
National Survey of Prices (Designated Statistical Survey)
Population Census (Designated Statistical Survey)
Retail Price Survey (Designated Statistical Survey)
Statistical Handbook of Japan (Publication)
Survey of Research and Development (Designated Statistical Survey)
Survey of the Communications Industry (Survey of Approved Statistics)
Survey of Time Use and Leisure Activities (Designated Statistical Survey)
Survey on Service Industries (Designated Statistical Survey)
System of Social and Demographic Statistics (Processed Statistics)
Unincorporated Enterprise Survey (Designated Statistical Survey)

Ministry of Justice

Monthly Report on Statistics of the Ministry of Justice (Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)
Statistical Survey on Legal Migrants (Notified Survey)
Statistical Survey of Registered Foreigners (Notified Survey)
Ministry of Finance

Business Outlook Survey of the Ministry of Finance (Approved Statistical Survey)

Financial Statements of Corporations by Industry (Designated Statistical Survey)

Financial Statistics (Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)

Government Debt Statistics Yearbook (Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)

Indices of Trade (Index)

Japan Exports and Imports (Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)

Monthly Statistics on Government Finance and Banking (Publication)

Statistics on National Taxes (Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)

Summary Report on Trade of Japan (Publication)

Survey of Private Sector Statistics on Wages and Salary (Designated Statistical Survey)

Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology

Indicators of Science and Technology (Publication)

School Basic Survey (Designated Statistical Survey)

School Health Examination Survey (Designated Statistical Survey)

School Teachers Survey (Designated Statistical Survey)

Social Education Survey (Designated Statistical Survey)

Survey on Research and Development Activities of Private Businesses (Approved Statistical Survey)

Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare

Basic Survey on Wage Structure (Designated Statistical Survey)

Census of Selected Machinery and Equipment (Designated Statistical Survey)

Comprehensive Survey of Living Conditions (Designated Statistical Survey)

Life Tables (Processed Statistics)

Monthly Labour Statistics and Research Bulletin (Publication)

Monthly Labour Survey (Designated Statistical Survey)

Monthly Report/Yearbook on Employment Insurance Activity (Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)

National Nutrition Survey (Approved Statistical Survey)

Patient Survey (Designated Statistical Survey)

Population Projection for Japan (Processed Statistics)

Regular Employment Indices, Wage Indices, Indices of Hours Worked (Index)


Reports of Health Administration (Notified Survey)
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**Reports of Welfare Administration** (Notified Survey)
**Statistics of Production by Pharmaceutical Industry** (Designated Statistical Survey)
**Survey of Medical Institutions** (Designated Statistical Survey)
**Survey on Employment Trends** (Approved Statistical Survey)
**Vital Statistics** (Designated Statistical Survey)
**Wage Survey of Outdoor Workers by Occupation** (Designated Statistical Survey)
**Water Supply Statistics** (Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)
**Workers' Accident Compensation Insurance Statistics** (Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)
**Yearbook on Labour Statistics** (Publication)

**Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries**

**Abstract of Statistics on Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries** (Publication)
**Census of Agriculture and Forestry** (Designated Statistical Survey)
**Crop Survey** (Designated Statistical Survey)
**Fisheries Census** (Designated Statistical Survey)
**Food Balance Sheet** (Processed Statistics)
**Index Number of Commodity Prices in Rural Areas** (Index)
**Index Numbers of Agricultural, Forestry, and Fishery Production** (Index)
**Monthly Statistics of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries** (Publication)
**Statistical Research of Farm Economy** (Designated Statistical Survey)
**Statistical Yearbook of Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries** (Publication)
**Survey of Lumber Products** (Designated Statistical Survey)
**Survey of Marine Production** (Designated Statistical Survey)
**Survey on Cocoon Production** (Designated Statistical Survey)
**Survey on Milk and Dairy Products** (Designated Statistical Survey)

**Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry**

**Basic Survey on Japanese Business Structure and Activities** (Designated Statistical Survey)
**Census of Selected Machinery and Equipment** (Designated Statistical Survey)
**Census of Commerce** (Designated Statistical Survey)
**Census of Manufactures** (Designated Statistical Survey)
**Current Production Survey on Gas Utility Industry** (Designated Statistical Survey)
**Current Survey of Commerce** (Designated Statistical Survey)
**Current Survey of Enterprises** (Survey of Approved Statistics)
**Current Survey of Non-Ferrous Metal Supply and Demand** (Designated Statistical Survey)
**Current Survey of Petroleum Products Supply and Demand** (Designated Statistical Survey)
Current Survey of Selected Service Industries (Survey of Approved Statistics)
General Energy Statistics (Processed Statistics)
Survey of Selected Service Industries (Designated Statistical Survey)
Indices of Manufacturing Production Forecast (Index)
Indices of Industrial Production (IIP) (Index)
Indices of Operating Ratio and Production Capacity (Index)
Indices of Tertiary Industrial Activity (Index)
Industrial Statistics Monthly (Publication)
METI Current Survey of Production (Designated Statistical Survey)
METI Survey of Capital Investment (Survey of Approved Statistics)
Monthly Bulletin of Research on Small Business (Publication)
Statistical Survey of Estimated Mining Amount (Designated Statistical Survey)
Survey of Coal Supply and Demand (Designated Statistical Survey)
Survey of Energy Consumption in Commerce and Manufacturing (Designated Statistical Survey)
Survey of Paper Products Distribution (Designated Statistical Survey)
Survey of Textile Distribution (Designated Statistical Survey)
Survey of Foreign Affiliated Enterprise (Survey of Approved Statistics)
Survey on Overseas Business Activities of Japanese Companies (Approved Statistical Survey)

Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport

Annual Report on Road Statistics (Publication)
Census of Selected Machinery and Equipment (Designated Statistical Survey)
Coastal Vessel Transport Survey (Designated Statistical Survey)
Corporations Survey on Land (Designated Statistical Survey)
Current Survey of Commerce (Designated Statistical Survey)
Current Survey of Petroleum Products Supply and Demand (Designated Statistical Survey)
Deflator for Cost of Construction Work (Index)
Flood Damage Statistics (Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)
Monthly Construction Statistics (Publication)
Survey on Motor Vehicle Transport (Designated Statistical Survey)
Statistics on Building Construction Started (Designated Statistical Survey)
Statistics on Construction Work (Designated Statistical Survey)
Survey on Air Transport (Approved Statistical Survey)
Survey on Current Rolling Stock Production (Designated Statistical Survey)
Survey on Port and Harbour (Designated Statistical Survey)
Survey on Seamen's Labour (Designated Statistical Survey)
Survey on Shipbuilding and Engineering (Designated Statistical Survey)
Survey on the Net Cargo Flow in Japan (Approved Statistical Survey)
Survey on Vessels and Seamen (Designated Statistical Survey)
Transport Index (Index)
Urban Cities Transportation Census (Approved Statistical Survey)

Ministry of the Environment
Comprehensive Survey of the Volume of Air Polluting Substance Emissions (Survey of Approved Statistics)
Comprehensive Survey of the Volume of Water Polluting Substance Emissions (Survey of Approved Statistics)

Bank of Japan
Amounts Outstanding of Deposits by Depositor, and Loans and Discounts by Sector (Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)
Corporate Service Price Index (Index)
Corporate Service Price Survey (Notified Survey)
Financial and Economic Statistics Monthly (Publication)
Flow of Funds Accounts (Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)
Input-Output Price Index of Manufacturing Industry by Sector (Index)
Monetary Base (Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)
Money Stock (Statistics Obtained from Administrative Records)
Short-term Economic Survey of Enterprises in Japan (Notified Survey)
Wholesale Prices Indexes (Index)
Wholesale Price Survey (Notified Survey)